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Abstract 
We give a characterization of morphisms which preserve finite and infinite standard Sturmian 
words. The class of such morphisms coincides with the monoid {D, E} * of the endomorphisms of 
&‘*, where .PZ = {a, b}, generated by the two elementary morphisms, E which interchanges the 
letter a with b and D which is the Fibonacci morphism defined as: D(a) = a&D(b) = e. Some 
new properties of these morphisms are shown. In particular, we prove the following result: Let 
{&},,>o be the sequence of sets inductively defined as : X, = {E}, Xl = {u}, X,+1 = (dXn)(-) 
for n > 1, where E denotes the empty word and (-) is the operator of left-palindrome closure 
associating to each word w the shortest word having w as suffix. For all n > 0 one has: 
where I denotes the identity map. From this we derive a new characterization of the set PER 
of all words w having two periods p and q which are coprimes and such that IwI = p + q - 2. 
Indeed, one has that 
PER n a&* = u ((E U I) o D)(X,)a. 
“30 
1. Introduction 
As is well known, Sturmian words have many applications in various different fields 
like algebra and theory of numbers, physics (ergodic theory, crystallography) and com- 
puter science (computer graphics and pattern matching); the study of the structure and 
combinatorics of these words became a subject of enormous interest, with a large 
literature (see, for instance, [4,6,9] and references therein). 
Sturmian words can be defined in several different but equivalent ways. Some defini- 
tions are ‘combinatorial’ and others of ‘geometrical’ nature. With regard to the first type 
of definition a Sturmian word is a binary injinite word which is not ultimately periodic 
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and is of minimal subword complexity. A ‘geometrical’ definition is the following: A 
Sturmian word can be defined by considering the sequence of the intersections with a 
squared-lattice of a semi-line having a slope which is an irrational number. A horizontal 
intersection is denoted by the letter b, a vertical intersection by a and an intersection 
with a comer by ab or ba. We denote by Sturm the set of all Sturmian words. The 
Sturmian words represented by a semi-line starting from the origin are usually called 
standard or characteristic. They are of great interest from the language point of view 
since one can prove that the set of all finite subwords of a Sturmian word depends 
only on the slope of the corresponding semi-line [l 11. 
The family Stand of infinite standard Sturmian words can be constructed by different 
procedures. We shall refer here to a method due to Rauzy [13]. We begin by introducing 
the set of standard pairs and then by taking the components of these pairs, the set 
Stand of all finite standard Sturmian words. 
Let d = {a,b}. We consider the smallest subset 24? of d* x d* which contains 
the pair (a, 6) and is closed under the property: 
(24, u) E l-h? =+ (2.4, uv), (uu, u) E SC?‘. 
Let us set 
B’o = {(a,b)) 
and define for n 2 0 
9 n+l = ((24, u) 13(x, y) E .!?4& : u = x, v = xy or 24 = yx, v = y}. 
Thus 
We call .B? also the set of standard pairs. Let us denote by Trace(a) the set: 
Trace(W) = {u E &‘* ) 3u E d* such that (u,u) E 6% or (v,u) E 9). 
The set Stand of all finite standard Sturmian words is then defined as: 
Stand = Trace(%). 
Let us observe that by the above definition, if (x, y) E B and 1x1 -C lyl (resp. 1x1 > Iyl) 
then x (resp. y) is a prefix of y (resp. x). 
It is also convenient to introduce the set Y of the unordered standard pairs. Define 
for all n30 
and set: 
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It follows trivially that 
Stand = {w E d* I3u E d” such that {u,w} E 9’}. 
We can label the nodes of a complete binary tree by the words on a binary alphabet 
~2 = {a,b}: the root is labeled by the empty word E; if w is the label of a node then 
the label of its left (resp. right) ‘son’ is MU (resp. wb). To each node we can associate 
a standard pair (u, u) E W as follows. The root is labeled by the pair (a,b) E 9 and 
if (u, v) E 92 is the label of a node, then the label of the ‘left son’ is (u,uv) E 9 and 
the label of the ‘right son’ is (uu,u) E 9. We call this tree the standard tree. 
Let us introduce in W two elementary maps, or operators, a and b, defined as: 
4% 0) = (4 uu), b(u, u) = (vu, u). 
We can then consider a map rr : {a, b}* + 9 inductively defined as: for all w E {a, b}* 
4~) = (a, b), o(wu) = so(w), a(wb) = ha(w). 
In this way one has for all w E {a, b}* 
a(w) = +(a, b), 
where G denotes the mirror image of w. From the above construction one has that 
a(w) is the standard pair which labels the node w in the standard tree; w is also called 
the generating word of the standard pair G(W). The map cr is obviously surjective. 
Moreover, it is also injective and then bijective [l]. 
We can represent any word w E d* uniquely by a finite sequence (hl, hz, . . . , h, ) 
of integers, where hl 2 0, hi > 0 for 1 < i <n and 
w = &bhz& . . . 
One has lwI = CF=, hi, where Iw] denotes the length of w. We call such a represen- 
tation of the words of d* the integral representation. 
Let G!’ = {a, b} and d” be the set of all infinite words on d. We consider the 
subset &$’ defined as: 
d;={yEJzPIy&G4*xW, XEd}. 
In other words ye &t if and only if there exists a word u E d* and a letter x E d 
such that 
y=uxw=uxxx...x . . . . 
Hence any infinite word XE &‘r can be uniquely expressed as: 
x = &bhz& . . . ) 
with hl 20 and hi > 0 for i > 0. We call the infinite sequence (hl, h2, . . . , h,, . . .) the 
integral representation of x. 
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TO each x E &02;;, corresponds a path in the standard tree and the sequence {~,,}n~O 
of standard pairs defined as: 
00 = (a,b>, ~I?+1 = WJn, nb0. 
Let us denote a, = (a,,/$). One has then cr,+i = (~,+i,j?~+i) = (an,anpn) if x,, = a 
and cn+i = &an,&,) if x, = b. One easily derives that the sequences {c1,},>0 and 
Ml]n>O of standard words converge, according to the usual topology in the set of 
infinite words; to the same infinite word 
s = lim,cc, = lim,/$. 
The sequence (hi, IQ,. . . , h, . .) is also called the directive sequence of s and (a,,Pn) 
the approximating bisequence of s. All the infinite words that one can construct by 
this procedure constitute the set Stand of infinite standard Sturmian words. 
In previous papers we gave some different characterizations of the set Stand. A basic 
characterization can be expressed in terms of the periodicities of the words. 
We define the set PER of all words w having two periods p and q which are 
coprimes and such that Iwl = p + q - 2. Thus a word w belongs to PER if it is a 
power of a single letter or is a word of maximal length for which the theorem of Fine 
and Wilf (cf.[lO]) does not apply. In the sequel we assume that E E PER. This is, 
formally, coherent with the above definition if one takes p = q = 1. In [9] we proved 
the following remarkable result: 
Stand = d U PER(ab, ba}. 
Let us denote by PAL the set of all the words of d* which are palindromes. We 
introduce the map (-) : d* + PAL which associates with any word w E &* the 
palindrome word w(-) defined as the shortest palindrome word having the suffix w. 
We call WC-) the palindrome left-closure of w. If X is a subset of &‘* we denote by 
X(-j the set 
x(-j = {w(-) E sz* 1 w E X}. 
Let us define inductively the sequence {Xn},,>o of finite subsets of d* as: 
X0 = {c}, Xn+i = (sZX~)(-), n>O. 
Thus s E X,,, if and only if there exist x E d and t E X, such that s = (xt)(-1. 
We proved [8] that 
PER= u& 
II>,0 
For a word w E d* we denote by alph(w) the set of the letters of d occurring 
in w. We recall some results concerning the set PER which will be used later in this 
paper and whose proof is in [8]. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let w E PER be such that Card(aZph(w)) > 1. Then w can be uniquely 
represented as: 
w = PxyQ = QyxP, 
with x, y jixed letters in {a, b}, x # y and P, Q E PAL. Moreover, gcd(p,q) = 1, 
where p = IPI + 2 and q = IQ1 + 2. 
Lemma 1.2. Let w E PER and x E {a, b}. Then (xw)(-) E PER. Moreover, if w = 
PxyQ, with P, Q E PAL and {x, y} = {a, b}, then one has 
(xw)‘-’ = QyxPxyQ, (yw)‘-’ = PxyQyxP. 
Let St be the set of all finite subwords of all infinite Sturmian words. An element 
w E St is called right special (resp. left special) if 
wa,wb E St (resp. aw, bw E St). 
An element w E St is called strictly bispecial if 
awa, awb, bwa, bwb E St. 
In [8,9] we proved that PER coincides with the set of all strictly bispecial elements 
of St. Moreover, PER is also equal to the set of right (left) special elements of St 
which are palindromes. 
2. Standard morphisms 
Definition 1. A morphism C$ : d* -+ d* is called Sturmian if 
x E Sturm * f+(x) E Sturm. 
The following theorem due to Mignosi and S&bold [12] gives a remarkable charac- 
terization of Sturmian morphisms: 
Theorem 2.1. A morphism 4 is Sturmian if and only if 
4 6 @D,G}*, 
where E,D and G are the morphisms (elementary morphisms) defined as: 
D: 






, G: 47:: 
The monoid {E, D, G}* of endomorphisms of d* generated by the elementary mor- 
phisms E,D and G has been called also the monoid of Sturm [4]. The morphisms 
belonging to the submonoid {E, D}* have been called also positive morphisms. 
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The following theorem due to Berstel and Seebold [2] shows that in order to have 
a Sturmian morphism it is sufficient to test it only on a single Sturmian word: 
Theorem 2.2. A morphism C$ is Sturmian if and only if there exists a word x E Sturm 
such that 4(x) E Sturm. 
We shall consider now morphisms which preserve the property of being a standard 
Sturmian word. One can introduce two notions of standard morphisms, the first for the 
infinite case and the second for the finite case. We shall prove in the next that these 
two notions are in fact equivalent. 
Definition 2. A morphism $J is a morphism preserving infinite standard words if 
x E Stand + 4(x) E Stand. 
We call such a morphism also an w-standard morphism. 
Definition 3. A morphism (p is a morphism preserving finite standard words if 
w E Stand + 4(w) E Stand. 
We call such a morphism also a standard morphism. 
The following has been proved by Crisp et al. [7] 
Theorem 2.3. Let 4 be a morphism. If” there exist s, t E Stand such that 4(s) = t, 
then 4 is a positive morphism. 
From this it follows, trivially, that any o-standard morphism is positive. The follow- 
ing characterization of the positive morphisms has been proved by Berstel and S&bold 
131. 
Theorem 2.4. A morphism 4 is positive f and only if {$(a), 4(b)} is an unordered 
standard pair. 
Theorem 2.5. A positive morphism is standard. 
Proof. Since positive morphisms are obtained by compositions of elementary ones, 
it is sufficient to prove that for all s E Stand, one has D(s) E Stand. The fact that 
E(s) E Stand is trivial. 
If Is/ = 1 the result is obvious. Let us then suppose Is] > 1. We can always write s 
as: 
s = 7cxy, 
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with II E PER and {x, y} = {a, b}. By the definition of the elementary morphism D 
one has: 
WY) = UYX, 
so that 
D(s) = D(n)uyx. 
If we consider the standard word t = xyx, then one derives 
D(t) = D(x)uxy. 
Hence, since D(s),D(t) E St it follows that D(n)a is a right special element of St. 
We shall prove now that D(n)a is also palindrome, so that one derives D(7c)a E PER 
and then D(s), D(t) E Stand. Indeed, one obtains by induction that if f E PAL then 
D( f )a E PAL. The result is trivial if (f I< 1. Let us then suppose 1 f1 > 1. We can 
write f = zgz with z E {u,b}. One has then if z = a: 
D( f )a = ubD(g)ubu. 
By induction D(g)u E PAL so that D(f )a E PAL. If z = b one has 
D(f )a = aD(g)au, 
so that, by induction D(g)u E PAL and also in this case one derives D(f )a E PAL. 0 
Remark. The preceding theorem can be proved also in a different way by showing that 
if C#J is a positive morphism, then for any unordered standard pair {u, u} E Y one has 
that {&u),&u)} E 9. Since 4 E {D,E}* it is sufficient to show that {D(u),D(u)} E 
.Y. This is obtained by observing that Y = U, 9, and then by making induction on 
the integer n. 
Proposition 2.1. The elementary morphism G is not standard. Indeed, one has that 
ifs E Stand, then G(s) E Stand if and only if 
s = b or s = b’u, i-20. 
Proof. If s = b then G(b) = a E Stand. If s = b’a, r-20, then G(s) = a’bu E Stand. 
Suppose now Is(> 2. We can factorize s as s = 7txy with rc E PER and {x, y} = {a, b}. 
If xy = ub, then 
G(s) = G(n)bua # Stand. 
In the case xy = bu one has: 
G(s) = G(n)ubu. 
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Let us suppose that G(s) E Stand. This implies that G(rc)a E PAL. Hence, n = bpb, 
with p E PAL. Thus G(s) = aG(p)uabu. Since uG(p)uu E PAL it follows p = bqb 
and then by a simple iteration one derives p = b/PI. 0 
In order to prove the converse of Theorem 2.5 we need to prove two technical 
lemmas concerning finite standard words. 
Lemma 2.1. Let u, v E a~‘* be non-empty words such that 1~1 d Iv/. One has that 
u, v, uv, vu E Stand if and only if either 
u = x, v=xky, k>O 
or 
u = Pxy, 2, = QYX, 
where {x, y} = {a, b}, and P, Q, PxyQ E PAL. 
Proof. Let us first suppose that U,V,UV,VU E Stand. If 1~1 = 1, then u = x E .&. If 
Iv1 = 1 , since xx # Stand, one must have v = y E JZJ with x # y. Since xy, yx E Stand 
the result in this case is proved (it is sufficient to take k = 0). Let us then take /VI > 
1. We can write v = Pxy or v = Pyx with P E PER. In this latter case one would 
have 
vu = Pyxx, 
so that vu $ Stand which is a contradiction. Let us then assume v = Pxy. Since 
uv = xPxy E Stand, 
one has XP E PER, so that XP is a palindrome. This implies XP = Px. It follows 
P=xk, k>O and v=xk+’ y. Conversely, one easily verifies that uv = xk+2y E Stand 
and vu = xk+’ yx E Stand. 
Let us now consider the case 1~1 > 1. Since IuI < Iv/ one has u, v E PER{ub, bu}. Let 
u = Pxy and suppose that v = Qxy, where P, Q E PER, IPI < IQ1 and {x, y} = {a, 6). 
One has since uv, vu E Stand: 
uv = PxyQxy, vu = QxyPxy, PxyQ, QxyP E PAL. 
Let f = PxyQ = QyxP and g = QxyP = PyxQ. From the previous relations it 
follows that IPI < IQl. M oreover, from the fact that f is a palindrome and IPI < IQ1 
one has that all the letters in f on the right of the prefix Q are uniquely determined. 
This implies that the word g = QxyP cannot be a palindrome. In this way we reach 
a contradiction. Thus v = Qyx. Since uv, VU E Stand it follows that PxyQ E PAL. 
The proof of the converse is an obvious consequence of the fact that uv, vu E 
PAL2 fl PAL{ub, bu} (cf. also [9]). 0 
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Lemma 2.2. Let u, v, uv, vu E Stand. Then {u, v} is an unordered standard pair. 
Proof. We can suppose 1~1 d Jul. Let us first consider the case 1~1 = 1. From the 
preceding lemma one has u = x, v = .@y with k>,O and {x, y} = {a,b}. If x = a 
then (u, v) = (a,akb) is a standard pair. If x = b then (v,u) = (bka,b) is a standard 
pair. Hence either (u,v) or (u,u) is a standard pair. This implies that {u,u} E 9’ is an 
unordered standard pair. 
Let us then suppose \uI > 1. From the preceding lemma one has 
u = Pxy, v = QYX, 
with P, Q, PxyQ E PAL and {x, y} = {a, b}. Let us first suppose that xy = ba, so that 
u = Pba and v = Qab. Since uv E Stand there exists a standard pair (a, /?) such that 
uv = @. If (al = 1, then (cc,~) = (a,akb), k>O and 
uv = PbaQab = I$ = akf ‘b, 
and this gives rise to the contradiction PbaQa = a k+’ A similar contradiction appears . 
if one supposes that IpI = 1. Let us then suppose 1~11, I/3 > 1. One has, from the 
structure of standard pairs, that 
CI = Uba, j3 = Vab, U, V E PAL. 
One derives that 
PbaQ = UbaV E PER. 
From Lemma 1.1 it follows that P = U and Q = V, so that u = a and v = b. Thus in 
this case (u, u) is a standard pair. Let us now suppose that xy = ab. One has u = Pub 
and v = Qba. Since vu E Stand by repeating the same argument one proves that the 
pair (v, u) is standard. Hence, in any case {u, a} E Y is an unordered standard pair. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let 4 a standard morphism. Then c$ is positive. 
Proof. Let 4 a standard morphism. Since a, b, ab, ba E Stand one has: 
4(a), 4(b), 44ab) = &aM(b), c4ba) = 4(bM(a) E Stand. 
From Lemma 2.2 one derives that {4(a), 4(b)} IS an unordered standard pair, so 
that from Theorem 2.4 one has that the morphism 4 is positive. 0 
Theorem 2.1. Let 4 be a positive morphism. Then c$ is an o-standard morphism. 
Proof. Let s E Stand. We can describe s by the directive sequence 
(h,hz,.. .,h,,....), 
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and the approximating bisequence (cI,, /In), where (ao, /Is) = (a,b) and at each step one 
applies one or the other rule 
Rl : 
&I+1 = @II 
P = 4lBn’ 
R2 : 
%+I = P&l 
n+l /3 Pn. n+l = 
The fact that the directive sequence is (hi, AZ,. . . , h,, . . .) means that one applies 
rule Rl, hi-times, the rule R2, AZ-times and so on. We shall suppose, without loss of 
generality, that hi > 0. 
Let C$ be a positive morphism. Let us set for all iz 20 
$(a,) = An, Wn> = Bn. 
One has that for all n >,O either 
A n+l = A, A ,,+I = B,A, 
B ,,+, = A,B, ’ Or &+I = 4,. 
One has from Theorem 2.4 that {$(a), 4(b)} = {Ao,Bo} is an unordered standard 
pair. Without loss of generality suppose that (Ao, Bo) is a standard pair. Thus (Ao, Bo) 
has a finite directive sequence (ci,cz,. . . , ck) and there exists a finite approximating 
bisequence (ri, Si) such that (yo,&) = (a, b), (Ao,Bs) = (yh, &,) and 
cl + c2 + ’ . . + ck = ko. 
Let t = 4(s). One has that: 
t = lim,A, = lim,B,. 
If k is even then t is an infinite standard word whose directive sequence is: 
If k is odd then t is an infinite standard word whose directive sequence is: 
(Cl,CZ,..., ck-_I,ck +h,h2 ,..., h, ,... ). 0 
We can summarize the previous results on standard morphisms in the following: 
Theorem 2.8. Let C$ : d* + d* be a morphism. The following conditions are equiva- 
lent: 
1. There exist s, t E Stand such that t = 4(s), 
2. 4 is an w-standard morphism, 
3. I$ is positive, i.e. 4 E {D,E)*, 
4. {4(u), 4(b)} is an unordered standard pair, 
5. The words &a), d(b), +(ab) and $(ba) are standard, 
6. C$ is a standard morphism. 
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3. Some properties of standard morpbisms 
In this section we shall consider some properties of standard morphisms which will 
allow us to give a new way of constructing Stand by means of elementary standard 
morphisms. 
Proposition 3.1. Let C$ be a standard Sturmian morphism. Then 4 is injective and 
the restriction ~$1 of 4 to Stand is an injective map 
$1 : Stand -+ Stand. 
Proof. We know from Theorem 2.8 that a standard Sturmian morphism is positive, i.e. 
d, E {D,E}*. Since E is an automorphism of J&‘* and D is injective, it follows that 
C$ is injective in view of the fact that the injectivity is preserved under composition. 
Moreover, since w E Stand + 4(w) E Stand it follows that the restriction 41 of 4 to 
Stand is an injective map 41 : Stand -+ Stand. 0 
In the following we shall denote by A and p the two standard morphisms defined 
as: 
P = D, i=EoD, 
where o denotes the map composition (made from left-to-right). These two morphisms 
will play an important role in the following. 
Proposition 3.2. Any standard morphism C$ can be decomposed as: 
q5=$oE”, 
where II/ E {&p}* and c( E (0, 1). Moreover,for any w E d+ if II/ # z (I = identity) 
then 4(w) E a&* if and only if tl = 0. 
Proof. Since 4 is positive then C$ E {D, E}*. We can write 4 as: 
with hl,hzk+l 20 and hj > 0 for 2<jd2k. Since 
E,, = E if h is 
1 if h is 
odd, 
even, 
(r denotes the identity morphism) we can rewrite the above formula as: 
where a, al E (0, 1) and kj > 0, i = 1,. . . ,s. Since P = D and I = E 0 D it follows 
that C$ = II/ o E’ with $ E {A, p}*. 
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The last part of the proposition is an obvious consequence of the fact that if w # E 
then A(w),p(w) E a&‘*. This implies also tj(w) E a&*. Hence, 4(w) E a&* if and 
only if c1 = 0. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Let s be the standard word s = nxy with TC E PER and {x, y} = 
{a, b}. One has: 
A(n)a, /L(TC)U E PER. 
and 
l(s) = 2(7c)axy, P(S) = P(x)aYx. 
Proof. By the definitions of fi = D and A= E o D one has for (x, y} = {a, b} 
GY) = axy, AXY) = aYx2 
so that since 1,~ are standard morphisms, 
l(s) = I(7T)axy, p(s) = ,u(x)ayx E Stand. 
This implies that I(r p(x)a E PER. q 
Let Q be the set of rational numbers. We consider the map p : at* + Q U {co}, 
defined as: 
P(E) = 1, P(W) = IwlbIlwIa> for w # E, 
where for x E d, 1~1, denotes the number of occurrences of x in w. 
We assume that l/O = 0;). For any w E d* we call p(w) the ‘slope’ of w (cf. [l]). 
Proposition 3.4. Let w E A* and be the slope p(w) = Iw]~/lwla. One has then: 
P(A(w)) = kib/k’I> P(PL(W)) = I4IlWI 
Proof. Since n(a) = a and A(b) = ab one has that IA(w = IwI, + I& = IwI and 
jA(w)jb = Iwjb, So that p(l(W)) = jwlb/lwl. 
Since &a) = ab and p(b) = a one has ]p(w)lb = (WI, and I&w& = (w(~ + lw(b = 
Iwl, so that P(PL(w)) = l&/bI. 0 
Let us now define the family {S.}’ , ,>o of sets of standard words defined, inductively, 
as: 
so = {ab), 
We set 
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One easily verifies that 
Moreover, from the definition one has, since ab E Stand, that S C Stand. 
Proposition 3.5. The sets of the family {Si}igo are pairwise disjoint. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the integer k = i + j. The base of the induction 
is trivial. Indeed, So = {ab} and Si = {aba,aab}. Let us then suppose that there exist 
integers i,j, i # j for which Si n Si # 8. Let w E Si fl Sj. Thus there exists u E Si_1 
and v E Sj- 1 and f, g E {A, p} such that 
w = f(u) = g(v). 
If f = g = 1, then from Proposition 3.1 one has u = v and then S-1 n Sj_i # 0 which 
is a contradiction, since i - 1 +j - 1 < k, with the inductive hypothesis. One reaches a 
similar contradiction if f = g = p. Let us then suppose that f # g. We shall prove that 
this case cannot occur. Indeed, let u,v E S 5 Stand we have that u, v E PERjab, ba}. 
Thus we can write u = zxiyi and v = n’xzyz with {xi, yi} = (x2, yz} = {a,b}. 
Moreover, from Proposition 3.3 one has rc, z’ E PER n ad*, so that one has 
24 = 4axlYl, v = rm2y2 
with rt = ta and nt = ?a. Let f = 2 and g = ,u. One has: 
qu> =45@4Yl, cl(v) = A~)abaym. 
It follows that A(u) # ,u(v) since A(u) terminates with the word aaxlyl, whereas P(V) 
terminates with the word bayzxz. In the case f = p, g = R the proof is exactly the 
same. q 
We shall prove (cf. Theorem 3.1) that S U {a} = Stand n ad*. To this end we need 
to prove some technical lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. For i > 0 if zxy E Si with {x, y} = {a, b}, then zyx E Si. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the integer i. For i = 1 one has Si = {aab,aba}, 
so that the assertion is trivially true. Suppose now that the statement is true up to i 
and prove it for i + 1. Let rrxy E $+I. By definition there exists w E Si such that 
7cxy = A(w) or 7rxy = p(w). 
Let us consider the first case. Since w E Stand and A(xy) = axy we can write w = uxy 
with u E PER. Hence, 
7cxy = A(u)axy, 
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with a = I( E PER. By induction uyx E Si, so that 
I(u)ayx = 7ry.X E Sj+]. 
In the second case since &y) = ayx one can write w = uyx with u E PER and nxy = 
p(u)axy. By using the inductive hypothesis one has uxy E Si and then p(u)axy = 
7cyX E Si+l. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let p/q be an irreducible fraction with p,q positive integers. Then there 
exist only two standard words f = zxy, g = zyx, with n E PER, {x, y} = {a, b}, 
such that p(f) = p(g) = p/q. Moreover, p dq tf and only tf x E ad*. 
Proof. We know (cf. [l]) that from a result of Bore1 and Laubie [5] there exists a 
bijection fi : G + CP\&, where G is the set of all irreducible fractions p/q (p,q > 
0) and CP is the set of Christoffel primitive words. More precisely if p/q E G then 
/?(p/q) is the unique Christoffel primitive word w such that p/q = IwltJwla. Moreover, 
as shown in [l] w can be uniquely expressed as 
w = anb with x E PER. 
Hence, the two standard words f = nab and g = zba are such that 
P(f) = p(g) = p(w) = P/4. 
Due to the previous bijection, f and g are the only standard words having the slope 
p/q. Moreover, we know (cf. [ 11) that p(anb) d 1 if and only if rc E PER tl ad*. 
0 
Let us recall the following lemma whose proof is in [8]: 
Lemma 3.3. Let 9 be the set of all irreducible fractions p/q such that 0 < p<q. 
One has that 9 is the smallest subset of the set of rational numbers which contains 
the fraction l/l and such that 
PI4 E % + PAP + q), 4/(P + 4) E 9”. 
Theorem 3.1. 
Stand rl ad* = {u} US. 
Proof. Since the inclusion > is trivial we have to prove that Stand n a&* E(a) U S. 
Let u E S such that ]u/ > 1. If u has a slope p(u) = ]ulb/Ju], = p/q then from 
Proposition 3.4, one has 
P(l(U)) = PAP + 4) /Mu)) = 4/(P + 4). 
Since p(ab) = l/l then from the preceding lemma one derives that 
{p(u) / u E S} = F. 
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Fig. 1. The reduced standard tree 
Let now w E Stand n ad*. If IwJ = 1 then the result is trivial since w = a. Let us 
then suppose Iw( > 1 and be p(w) = lwlb/lwla = p/q the slope of w. If w f xxy 
with n E PER, then there exists a morphism 4 E {A,p}* such that either w = &ab) 
or w’ = oryx = +(ub). In the first case one has w E S. In the second case w’ E S. 
However, from Lemma 3.1, w’ E S + w E S which concludes the proof. 0 
In Fig. 1 is drawn a complete binary tree constructed as follows: the root is labeled 
by the word ub; if w is the label of a node, then the label of its ‘left-son’ is A(w) 
and the label of its ‘right-son’ is p(w). We call this tree the reduced standard tree. 
Indeed, it represents all standard words of length > 1 and beginning with the letter a. 
For any i = 1,2, . . . the set of the labels at the level i equals the set Si_ 1. 
Corollary 3.1. Stand is the smallest subset of d* containing d and closed under 
the Fibonucci morphism D and the automorphism E. 
Proof. Let us denote by % the smallest subset of zZ* containing d and closed under 
the morphisms D and E. Since Stand contains {a, b} and is closed under E and D, 
one has Stand 2 %Y. Conversely, from Theorem 3.1 one has 
Stand n ad* = {u} U S 2 @?. 
Since Stand n bd* = {b} U E(S) and E(S) C W, one derives Stand & 59. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let 4 be a standard morphism. For all w E &02* 
4(w) E Stand + w E Stand. 
Proof. Let 4 be a standard morphism. From Theorem 2.8 one has that 4 is positive, 
i.e. 4 E {D,E}*, so that there exists an integer k such that 4 E {D,E}k. The proof is 
by induction on k. If 4 = 1 or 4 = E then the result is trivial. Let 4 = D = p and 
suppose that p(w) = s E Stand. By the definition of p it follows that s E Stand fIa&*. 
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If s = a then one has w = b and the result is true. Let us then suppose that Is/ > 1. 
From the preceding theorem it follows that s E S so that there esists i 20 such that 
s E S,. If i = 0 then s = ab so that since ~(a) = ab one has w = a E Stand. Let us 
then suppose i > 0. There exists u E Si_i for which 
s = P(U), or s = A(u) = p( t;). 
having set ti = E(u). Since p is injective it follows w = u or w = 2i. Since U, as 
well as ti, are standard words the assertion follows in this case and the base of the 
induction is proved. 
Let us now assume that the result is true up to k and prove it for k + 1. Let 
4 E {QE) k+‘. We can write: 
$=$oD or $=$oE, 
with $ E {D,E}k. For w E &* one has 4(w) = p($(w)) or 4(w) = E($(w)). 
Since 4(w) E Stand then it follows I&W) E Stand and by the inductive hypothesis 
w E Stand. 0 
4. A characterization of the set PER 
Let us define the sequence {Y } n n a0 of sets, inductively, as YO = {E} and for all 
n>O 
Y n+l = (Wn) u P(Y,))U. 
Theorem 4.1. For all II > 0 
S, = Y,{ub,bu}. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the integer n. For n = 1, since A(s) = P(E) = E, 
one has Yi = {u} and Si = {uub,ubu}. Let US then suppose that Si = Yi{ub, bu} for 
1 <i < n and prove it for i = n + 1. Indeed one has by using the inductive hypothesis: 
S n+, = qs,) u p(s,) = ;1(Y,J{aab,dm} u ,NYrr){~b~,~~b~ 
= (J(Yn) u /O’n)){~b~,~~b) 
= (A( Y,) u p( Y,,))u{ub, bu} = I-,+, {ub, bu}. 0 
Corollary 4.1. 
PER n ad* = ,I;bY, = {4(u) 14 E {&cl)*}. 
Proof. From the definition of the sets Y, one has 
u Y,,~PERnuaZ*. 
n>O 
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In order to prove the inverse inclusion let w E PER n ad*. One has 
wab, wba E Stand fl a&* = S U {a}. 
Hence, there exists i > 0 such that wab, wba E S, = Y;{ab, ba}. Thus w E Y, G U, Y,. 
The remaining part of the proof is trivial. q 
Let us define the sequence of sets {X,},,O, inductively, as: 
x0 = I&>, Xi = {a}, Xn+l = (~4&)‘-‘, for n > 0, 
where (- ) is the operator of left-palindrome closure. One easily derives from [8] that 
PERnaiae* = U&. 
n>O 
We want to prove that for all n 20, X, = Y,, so that the following noteworthy 
relation will hold: 
Y n+, = (dY,)(-) = (A(Y,) u AYn))a. 
We need to recall some definitions and prove some lemmas. Let $ : d* -+ PER be 
the map defined as (cf. [S]): 
‘h(c) = E, $(a> = a, rCl(b) =b, 
and for all w E &* and x E d 
$(wx) = w(w)>‘-‘. 
Lemma 4.1. For all n > 0, Il/(adn-‘) = X,, and X, is a b@reJx code having 2”-’ 
elements. 
Proof. From the definition of $ it follows immediately that for all n > 0 one has 
tj(a._&“-‘) = X,. Since II/ is injective (cf. [8]) one has Card(&) = 2”-‘. The proof 
that X,, is a biprefix code is in [8]. 0 
Let ao,al , . . . .,a, be a finite sequence of integers such that ai > 0,l <i < n and 
ao,a,30: we denote by (ao,al,....,a,) the continued fraction [ao,al,...,an_l,an + l] 
= [ao,al,...,an_l,an,l]. The proof of the following lemma is in [l]: 
Lemma 4.2. Let u E d* have the integral representation (hl,. . . , h,), hl > 0, and be 
n = I&U). Then the slope p(7cxy) of the standard word nxy, where {x, y} = {a, b}, 
has the development in continued fractions: 
P(ZXY) = (O,h,....,h,). 
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Lemma 4.3. If the irreducible fraction p/q, 0 < p <q has the development in con- 
tinued fractions p/q = (0, hl,. . . ., h,), then the irreducible fractions p/(p + q) and 
q/(p + q) have the developments in continued fractions given by: 
pl(p+q)= CO,1 +h,h,...,h), q/(p+q)= (O,Lh,....,hn). 
Proof. Let p/q = (0, hl,. . . ., h,). One can write: 
p/(p+q)= l/(1 +q/p) = l/(1 + (hl,...,h,J) = l/(1 +hl,hz,...,h,J 
= (0,l + hl,hz,...,h,) 
and 
q/(p+q)= l/(1 + p/q) = l/(1 + (O,hl,...,h,J) = ll(Lhl,...,h,J 
=(0,1,h,,h2 ,..., h,). 0 
Theorem 4.2. For all n 2 0 
Y, = x,. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 0, X0 = Yo = {E}. For n = 1, one has 
Xl = Y, = {a}. Let us suppose the statement rue up to n and then prove it for n + 1. 
We then have to show that: 
X n+l = (WG) U ,GG)b 
Let us first prove the inclusion 2. Let w E X,,. By Lemma 4.1 one has w E Il/(aA”-’ ). 
Let u = ahlbh2 . . . E aA”-’ have the integral representation (hl,. . . , h,) with 
and be w = $(u). From Lemma 4.2 the word wxy has the slope 
p/q = (O,h,...,h,). 
From Proposition 3.4 and Lemma 4.3 it follows that the slopes of the standard words 
I(wxy) = A(w)axy and ~(wxy) = p(w)ayx, where i(w)a,p(w)a E PER (cf. Proposi- 
tion 3.3), are: 
p(~(w)av) = P/(P + 4) = (0,l + hl, h2, . . . , h,) 
&4w)w) = q/b + 4) = (0, Lh,. . .,&A. 
Hence, 
J.(w)a = $(w >, dwb = $(uz), 
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where ui and 2.~ have, respectively, the integral representations (hi + 1, hz,. . . , h,) and 
(1,/r, ,..., h,). Since 
m 
It41 = Chi = Tl+ 1 = (Uz(, 
i=l 
it follows that UI,UZ E ad”, so that I(w p(w)a E X,+1. 
Let us now prove the inverse inclusion, i.e. 
Since by Lemma 4.1, Curd(X,) = 2”-’ and Card(X,+i) = 2” it is sufficient to prove, 
as we shall do, that Cavd((l(X,) U @&))a) = 2”. To this end we prove that &X’,)u n 
&Y,)u = 0, so that since 1 and p are injective one easily derives the result. Let us 
then suppose that there exists u E A(X,)a n @&)a. One has then 
u = p(w)u = ;l(u)u, 
with w, u E X,. This implies p(w) = A(u). Since w, u terminate with the letter a then 
the last letter of p(w) is b, whereas the last letter of A(w) is a which is a contradiction. 
0 
In Fig. 2 is represented a complete binary tree obtained as follows: the root is labeled 
by the letter a; if a node is labeled by the word w then the labels of the ‘left-son’ and 
‘right-son’ are, respectively, (a~)(-) and (bw)(-). This tree has been called the Furey 
tree [8]; it represents all the words of the set PER beginning with the letter a. The set 
of all the labels at the level i = 1,2,. . . is the set Xi. 
The tree of Fig. 3 is very similar to that of Fig. 2. The root is labeled by the letter 
a; if a node is labeled by the word w, then the labels of the ‘left-son’ and ‘right-son’ 
are, respectively, A( and p(w)u. The set of all the labels at the level i = 1,2,. . . is 
a 
a2 
A A A A 
a4 a%as (aba)3 W3a 1 . 
a%a&sba’ (a2bYa2 
,’ : ,’ : ,’ : :. 8’. 
(abaW2a (a(?)V 
#‘, I . n \ I , I’ : #n&Q% , \ , * 
: : : ‘I : \ 
, : , : \ s ‘I : \ 
, , , , 
, , a , , , : ‘n : ‘8 
Fig. 2. The Farey tree. 
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a 
a2 
a4 (a?” ($!)“a= (aF)3 a%3 (a(ba)2)2 a%a%d (aba2b)za L . . A 
: : #’ : : : : : 0 : : ‘, I’ ‘a :. I , , : , , : , : , # , , , , , , , I , \ I , ,’ , t I a’ , ,’ , : ‘I ,’ : 8’ , 
Fig. 3 
the set K = X;. Hence this tree again represents all the words of the set PER beginning 
with the letter a. 
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